
An exclusive portfolio of tourism brands 
with positive impact.

SLOJOURNAL



WELCOME to

Slojourn : Inspired by the natural
palette of places we seek to wander.
Slojourn Studio is an all encompassing

communications agency for conscious

Resorts & Travel Brands. We work

globally with brands consciously and

intentionally putting their best foot

forward, being the positive change they

want to see in this world. Through our

commitment to sustainability and the

natural wonders of the world, we invite

you to embark on a sojourn that

embraces unhurried exploration and

seeks refuge in the serenity of slow

travel. Join us as we delve into the

wild and chic destinations that

inspire us, leaving space for you to

immerse yourself in lands of legacy

inspired by the natural palette of the

places we seek to wander.

SLOJOURN STUDIO



SLOW JOURNEYS . 
SLOW JOURNALS . 

SOJOURNS. 

SLOJOURN STUDIO. 
We are committed to elevating our clients through marketing, publicity,
communications, social media, branding, sales representation, content curation,
and trade engagement (amongst other things). We are strategists who offer the
scope of a global agency, with the dynamism of a boutique team.

We are a team of storytellers, campaigners and advocates for the conscious and
regenerative travel movement. Our client spread features brands that are aware of
their impact on the environment and local cultures and communities.



BHUTAN
" BELIEVE IN A PLACE – AND PACE

– UNLIKE ANY OTHER "



BHUTAN TOURISM
Perfect for curious travellers of all walks. In Bhutan, there’s a pace – and a place

– for everyone.

A rich tapestry of ethnicities, all proudly
Bhutanese. Proud of their heritage and
building a thriving future.

Drukyul, as Bhutan is known here, is a land of
arresting contrasts – and uncommon harmony.
It’s a place where people can find peace and do
business, experience living traditions and discover
wilderness teeming with life.

Bhutan offers thrillingly contrasting experiences
for body and soul, often simultaneously.
Strenuous climbs or sound healing, white-water
rafting or hot-stone bathing, mountain biking or
meditation – the choices are as varied as the
terrain, and as certain to salve spirits and promote
relaxation.

Alongside culture-packed cities, rural life quietly
unfolds.

The streets of Thimphu, Paro and Phuentsholing
bustle with locals working and socialising, and
guests exploring markets and museums.
Meanwhile, in tranquil valleys and on vertiginous
hillsides, people churn milk into butter, gather wild
greens from the forest, and chat over suja, or
butter tea. 

The land of the Thunder
Dragon

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through individual properties

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: bhutan@slojourn.studio 



SRI LANKA
" A PARADISICAL ISLAND "



CAPE WELIGAMA
Located in Weligama Bay  |  Perfect for families, couples, surfers

The most celebrated resort along this
fabled island's palm-fringed shores.

Cape Weligama, part of the Relais & Chateaux
portfolio, inhabits twelve tropical acres atop a
singular promontory above the Indian Ocean
on Sri Lanka's southern coast, just thirty
minutes east of Galle. 

A collection of Villas & Suites: offering 39
bedrooms in all, create the welcoming illusion
of a traditional Sri Lankan village. Yet beneath
local terracotta-tiled rooftops, stylish interiors
unfold as generously sized contemporary living
quarters, surrounded by beautiful gardens. The
Suites are in groups of four and can
interconnect, ideally suiting families or friends
travelling together. The Villas are set within
stone-ringed gardens. 

Clifftop luxury

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@resplendentceylon.com 

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

WHY WE  REVERE  CAPE WELIGAMA

The MJF Foundation Community Centre,
next to Cape Weligama, focuses on
empowering locals through education,
training, vocational programs and more.
There is an emphasis on growing produce at
the resort, creating hyperlocal supply chains
and preventing marine plastic pollution by
creating value from plastic waste.



WILD COAST TENTED LODGE
Located in Yala National Park  |  Perfect for families, couples, adventurers

Where the Indian Ocean meets the jungle.

Wild Coast Tented Lodge is adjacent to the Yala
National Park, renowned for its dense leopard
population. This spectacular luxury tented camp
is situated in a stunning location where the
jungle meets a pristine beach, overlooking the
Indian Ocean. 

Its unique design sees man-made structures
blending seamlessly into the surrounding
landscape thanks to the use of carefully
selected natural materials. While its main
buildings, made of bamboo, blend in with the
distinctive rock formations of Yala, its uniquely
shaped cocoons represent a luxury five-star
room under canvas, offering all amenities
including air conditioning.

Ultra stylish safari

WHY WE  REVERE  WILD COAST

Wild Coast Tented Lodge sits amidst the
wilderness of the Yala National Park.
Curious in nature and mindful of their impact
on the environment and wildlife, the resort's
expert rangers contribute to the
conservation initiatives for keystone species
such as leopards, elephants, sloth bears and
nesting sea turtles. 

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@resplendentceylon.com 

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



CEYLON TEA TRAILS
Located in Hatton's Tea Trails  |  Perfect for families, couples, history & culture

buffs

An escape to the magical heart of
Ceylon tea. 

The world's first tea bungalows resort, perched at
an altitude of 1,250 metres in Sri Lanka's
panoramic Ceylon tea region, bordering the
UNESCO World Heritage Central Highlands. Tea
Trails is the first Relais & Chateaux resort in Sri
Lanka. This award-winning boutique resort
comprises five restored colonial era tea planters'
bungalows, offering period furnishings, butler
service & gourmet cuisine. Bungalows vary from 4
to 6 rooms & suites; 27 rooms in all. Rooms are
fully inclusive - gourmet meals, wines, spirits,
laundry, WiFi and the signature "Tea Experience". 

Colonial era tea bungalows

Resplendent Ceylon's philanthropic work
here includes the initiation of the Peak Ridge
Forest Corridor to protect the local leopard
population, empowering workers on the tea
estates and supporting their families, as well
as the creation of model montane forests
and more.

WHY WE  REVERE  TEA TRAILS

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@resplendentceylon.com 

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



REVERIE AHU BAY
Located on Ahungalla Point  |  Perfect for couples, friends, free spirits  

Barefoot luxury by the bay.

Ahu Bay is laid-back barefoot luxury with a
home-away-from-home feel. Inspired by the
relaxed vibe of a beach house but with a
personal concierge service, everything within
Ahu Bay is customised for the guests to
reconnect with themselves and with others. A
stay at Ahu Bay invites you to discover the
natural beauty of Sri Lanka offering an array
of immersive sensory experiences around the
resort and nearby locales. From soulful
experiential moments that immerse you in
local life and culture to unexpected
communal culinary delights or feeling your
best at sunset with mindfulness and
meditation under the moonlight. In contrast
to hospitality venues that gear up towards
the night, the property will harness the
healing power of the day to ensure guests
are relaxed and unwound by sunset. 

Relaxed beach house vibes

Ahu Bay takes great care to show guests the
importance of protecting and respecting the
beautiful natural landscape, particularly  local
serene sea turtles with in-house breeding and
preservation programs.

WHY WE  REVERE  AHU BAY 

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@thereverie.life

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


REVERIE KAYAAM HOUSE
Located in Tangalle  |  Perfect for families, couples, wellness enthusiasts, surfers

Bask in southern Sri Lankan charm. 

Kayaam House sits beside the southern coast of
the island, along the Tangalle Bay. Tall coconut
trees outline the front lawn and stunning pool.
The vast Indian Ocean lays as the backdrop to
your home away from home.
Tangalle comprises coves and beaches that
remain mostly secluded and undiscovered. Its
golden sandy beaches and coconut-fronded
coastlines are great for surfing and watching
turtles. The area is also home to rich cultural
sites including the Rock Temples of Mulkirigala
and shrines of Wewurukannala.
Be at leisure and soak in the southern charm of
Kayaam House. Spend a quiet morning sipping
on a cup of coffee, overlooking the sea or
maybe take a dip in our infinity pool as you
settle into the sounds of nature around you. 

A paradise to reset & renew

Kayaam House curates holistic therapies,
infused with natural ingredients & nurturing
practices. The spa menu draws inspiration
from traditional healing methods, the deep
blue ocean & a bountiful collection of
hyperlocal herbs & spices.

WHY WE  REVERE  KAYAAM  HOUSE

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@thereverie.life

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


ÀNI SRI LANKA
Located in Dikwella  |  Perfect for families, multi-gen bookings, groups,

celebrations

All inclusive luxury for group
bookings.

A sweeping beachfront estate on five verdant
acres of Sri Lanka’s south coast, ÀNI offers an
entire, all-inclusive, private resort designed
exclusively for a single group of guests. Set on
a gentle rise above a palm-fringed beach near
Dikwella, the resort claims mesmerizing views
of the Indian Ocean and can accommodate up
to 30 guests across eight split-level Suites, four
Classic Suites, and three Family Suites. These
are positioned around two double-story
Tropical Modernism-inspired Living Salas – Villa
Monara (meaning Peacock) and Villa Divia
(meaning Leopard) – which overlook their own
vast infinity pools and the sea on either side of
an emerald swathe of lawn. With a discreet and
dedicated team of 30 to fulfill every wish, ÀNI
tailors every detail – from special dining,
cultural, and wellness moments, to kids’
activities, personal training, and exploration of
the region – to ensure a bespoke experience
that defies expectations.

A destination unto itself

ÀNI's CSR arm, ÀNI Art Academies allows
guests to get up close & personal with local
artists, and witness how the brand gives
back to the local community in a direct way.

WHY WE  REVERE  ANI SRI LANKA

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on reservations@aniprivateresorts.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



MALDIVES
" THE ORIGINAL BUCKET LIST

DESTINATION "



SONEVA JANI
Located in the Noonu Atoll  |  Perfect for families, couples, foodies, wellness

buffs

A new benchmark for over-water luxury.

Soneva Jani is nestled within the tranquil
waters of the Noonu Atoll, where sun-
drenched blue skies and azure seas stretch out
in every direction. One of the world’s lowest
density resorts, there are just 51 over-water
and three island residences, the largest and
most luxurious villas in the Maldives, each
designed for the ultimate privacy, space and
breathtaking ocean views. Relax in iconic
Water or Island Villas for the ultimate
indulgence. Inspired by the Sanskrit word for
‘wisdom’, Soneva Jani is rich in the knowledge
and expertise of Sonevians who unlock the
real magic of unforgettable memories in this
aquatic paradise. Spot dolphins on a sunset
cruise; plant corals with a Marine Biologist, or
explore the atoll’s best reefs with experienced
dive masters. And when you need some time
off from adventures, seek sanctuary in Soneva
Soul, the resort's indulgent island spa, or relax
with a movie at the iconic silent Cinema
Paradiso, suspended over the water. 

Indulgent escapism

Soneva believes that luxury & sustainability
can be interconnected concepts & since the
beginning have pioneered a business model
with sustainability at its heart.

WHY WE  REVERE SONEVA JANI

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@soneva.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


SONEVA FUSHI
Located in the Baa Atoll  |  Perfect for families, couples, foodies, nature lovers

The original desert hideaway in the
Maldives.

Soneva Fushi is a natural treasure nestled in the
Baa Atoll UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, and one
of the largest islands in the Maldives. Sixty-four
private island villas are ensconced in a verdant
expanse of rich jungle. All feature vast living
spaces and views towards the sunrise or sunset,
and most enjoy their own pools, as well as being
are just steps from the beach. The resort's eight
Water Retreats are among the largest of their
kind in the world, featuring a terrace with a
private pool and a water slide into the ocean. All
Soneva Fushi villas come with the brand's
personalised Barefoot Guardian service 24/7.
Magical experiences are designed to create
unforgettable memories. Take a zipwire through
the rainforest to dine in the treetops; snorkel in
the house reef with an expert Marine Biologist;
swim with manta rays in Hanifaru Bay, or escape
for a picnic on your own island hideaway.

Pinnacle of barefoot luxury

All bookings include a 2% environmental levy
to support the Soneva Foundation, which
invests in projects that have a positive
environmental, social & economic impact,
offsetting direct & indirect carbon emissions,
such as resort activities & guest flights.

WHY WE  REVERE  SONEVA FUSHI

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@soneva.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


SONEVA IN AQUA
Located in the Baa Atoll  |  Perfect for couples, romantics, adventurers

Explore the Indian Ocean on the
Maldives’ most coveted luxury yacht.

An ultra-luxurious 23-metre yacht, Soneva in
Aqua combines Soneva’s signature hospitality
with the freedom of a private charter. Sailing
from Soneva Fushi and Soneva Jani in the
Maldives, voyages range from day trips to
longer, live-aboard adventures.
Ideal for up to four adults and two children, the
two-bedroom yacht has spacious decks and
elegant interiors, including an on-deck Jacuzzi,
dining areas, and glass-bottomed spa tub. The
experienced crew onboard includes the
captain, local skipper and fishing guide,
Barefoot Guardian, chef, wellness therapist
and mechanic. On request, they can also be
joined by a dive master, surf instructor,
astronomer or digital storyteller to capture
photos and videos.

Sophisticated freedom

Soneva's extensive sustainability practices
have been applied to every element of this
yacht experience, making it truly one of a
kind. Even Soneva's surf offering is the
world's first sustainable surfing program.  

WHY WE  REVERE SONEVA IN AQUA

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@soneva.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


SONEVA SECRET
located in the sparkling waters of the Maldives’ Haa Dhaalu Atoll | 1 Island 1 Atoll

Thirty years in the making, this barefoot
paradise presents the ultimate in privacy and
seclusion, where the beauty of nature
abounds.

Soneva's newest concept will be launching on
the 15th January 2024. 

The first resort in the Haa Dhaalu Atoll, Soneva
Secret features 14 overwater and island villas,
including the Maldives’ only floating villa.
Designed to offer the ultimate in Soneva
hospitality and exemplary service standards,
each villa features a dedicated team of three,
which includes a Barefoot Guardian, Barefoot
Assistant and dedicated chef, to ensure every
stay is wholly personalised.

Every villa at Soneva Secret has its own
dedicated private chef, presenting personalised
dining with exceptional flavours that traverse the
globe. Guests can also explore a refined
selection of culinary experiences across the
resort, including elevated wine pairings and
limited-edition menus at our castaway restaurant
and observatory, complimentary cheese and
chocolate rooms and more.

Create beautiful, bespoke moments with Soneva,
where discovery is a way of life.

Shhhhhhh.

HOW TO BOOK: Through your Soneva specialist Wholesaler or direct with
reservations@soneva.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



ADDICTED TO MALDIVES
Your go-to DMC for the Maldives & (soon) beyond...

Addicted to Maldives is your Personal Luxury
Travel Concierge, exclusively to the
Maldives.

Addicted to Maldives specialise in experiences
and not just holidays! Their team of dedicated
advisors will take the time to understand exactly
what you are looking for on your next journey to
the Maldives offering an intuitive and
personalised approach. 

Their unique Guest Preferences Consultation
allows them to really get to know your clients and
your travel preferences, enabling them to truly
personalise your holiday (and again, your clients).

Addicted to Maldives will inspire and surprise you
along the way, treating you to VIP benefits and
exclusives resulting in a unique and bespoke
Maldives experience.

Addicted to luxury

HOW TO BOOK: Direct through hello@addictedtomaldives.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



GREECE
" RAW, RUGGED, IDIOSYNCRATIC

BEAUTY "



GUNDARI
Located in Folegandros - Greek Islands |  Perfect for families, couples, foodies,

explorers

Blending Seamlessly Into The Landscape,
Gundari Takes Its Aesthetic Cues From
The Ancient Tones Of The Island Itself,
With Majestic Ocean Views At Every Turn.

Set high on rugged, soaring cliffs overlooking
the azure depths of the Aegean Sea, this
extraordinary oasis is designed to inspire and
invigorate, with wellness, gastronomy and
sustainability at its heart. Gundari’s unique
combination of wildness and luxury, is truly
enlivening. Perched on the raw, wild island of
Folegandros, with its brutalist, dramatic
landscape, overlooking the endless, deep blue
Aegean sea. An experience inspired by the name
given to Folegandros (Giundari) by its ancient
Phoenician inhabitants, meaning rocky land.
Created with authentic, classic, uncomplicated
Cycladic simplicity. Designed sustainably, with a
philosophy of regeneration. Picture a raw, chic
luxury that abounds with minimalist tones and
maximum synergy.

Wild Beauty. Raw Luxury

they aim to regenerate and keep improving the
environment they have inherited year upon
year. The resort and villas are designed to
maximise energy efficiency, including the use
of subterranean and bioclimatic buildings.
Using renewable energy and operating with an
objective of zero waste. 

WHY WE  REVERE  GUNDARI

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@soneva.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


THAILAND
" DISCOVER UNTOUCHED

ISLANDS OF BYGONE ERAS "



SONEVA KIRI
Located in Koh Kood |  Perfect for families, couples, groups, active travellers

Nestled within lush tropical rainforest on
an unspoiled island with some of the
best beaches in Thailand.

Unparalleled luxury meets sustainable design,
rare experiences and exquisite culinary
concepts. Just 90 minutes from Bangkok,
discover an unspoiled island with some of
Thailand’s finest beaches.
Thirty-three private villas range from one to five
bedrooms. Whether next to the beach, hidden
in jungle on the hillsides, or commanding
spectacular views from the clifftops, each has
a private pool, vast indoor and outdoor living
spaces and verdant gardens. Every villa comes
with an electric buggy or bicycles to explore
Soneva Kiri’s winding forest paths, and all
have a Barefoot Guardian, offering a
personalised service 24/7. From a floating
dinner in an award-winning, mangrove-
ensconced restaurant, to high tea in a private
pod amongst the treetops, Soneva Kiri inspires
& delights with experiences that transcend its
stunning beach setting. 

Untouched island escape

Soneva Kiri immerses you in the balance of
luxury with sustainable construction, freshly
grown organic produce, and conservation
efforts 

WHY WE  REVERE  SONEVA KIRI

HOW TO BOOK: Your preferred DMC, Wholesalers or Direct through
reservations@soneva.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:reservations@thereverie.life


ÀNI THAILAND
Located in Koh Yah Noi |  Perfect for families, multi-gen bookings, group travel

The serene island of Koh Yao Noi
provides a true escape and other-worldly
views of limestone karst formations.

Located on the unspoiled island of Koh Yao
Noi within two acres (half a hectare) of lush,
well-tended gardens, ÀNI offers an entire, all-
inclusive, private resort, designed exclusively
for a single group of guests.
With spellbinding oceanfront views, the resort
can accommodate up to 20 guests across two
Ocean Villas, two Family Villas, and four Pool
Suites, and offers direct access to a sandy
beach overlooking the turquoise waters and
limestone islands of Phang Nga Bay.
With a discreet and dedicated team of 22 to
fulfill every wish, ÀNI tailors every detail – from
special dining, cultural, and wellness moments,
to kids’ activities, personal training, and
exploration of the region – to ensure a
bespoke experience that defies expectations.

The Thailand of yesteryear

ÀNI’s resorts are wheelchair accessible &
offer a selection of accessible rooms with
flat floors & slopes, and standalone bathtubs
with wide borders. Each resort is also
equipped with a pool lift for getting in and
out of the water, available on request. 

WHY WE  REVERE ANI THAILAND 

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on reservations@aniprivateresorts.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



CARIBBEAN
" A MOSAIC OF CULTURE &

COASTLINES "



ÀNI ANGUILLA
Located in Little Bay |  Perfect for families, multi-gen bookings, corporate retreats

An oasis perched high on the cliffs
overlooking Little Bay Beach.

Backed by indigenous flora atop Little Bay’s
dramatic cliffs, ÀNI Anguilla welcomes you and
yours alone to this private, nature-embraced
eyrie on the island’s northern shoreline.
Encompassing two elegant villas – North and
South – both fronted by their own swimming
pools and a host of view-drenched entertainment
areas, this magnificent Caribbean retreat
accommodates up to 20 guests, with a
dedicated staff tailoring every detail of your stay.
From their lofty setting between sea and sky, the
resort's suites and guest rooms impart a
weightless sense of effortless wellbeing, each a
light-filled private haven with horizon-stretching
views.

Unparalleled Caribbean

ÀNI resorts can accommodate whatever
dietary requirements you & your group may
have. With the facilities & expertise to serve
Halal and Kosher cuisines, their imaginative &
innovative culinary team can also produce
exceptional vegetarian, vegan, dairy-free, &
gluten-free fare. Personal preferences are
always taken into account. 

WHY WE  REVERE  ANI ANGUILLA 

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on reservations@aniprivateresorts.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

https://aniprivateresorts.com/ani-anguilla/accommodation/
https://aniprivateresorts.com/ani-anguilla/#generalmanager


ÀNI DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Located in Río San Juan  |  Perfect for families, multi-gen bookings, corporate

retreats

Ocean views, dramatic coves, all yours.

Claiming its own private peninsula with 270-
degree views of the Atlantic Ocean, ÀNI
Dominican Republic welcomes you and yours
alone to this spectacular bay-cradled setting on
the island’s verdant north coast. Encompassing
Villa Larimar with its sunrise vistas and west-
facing Villa Amber with its man-made beach and
path to the sea, this breathtaking Caribbean
retreat accommodates up to 28 guests, with a
dedicated team of over 30 staff members fine-
tuning every aspect of your all-inclusive stay.

Soundtracked by breeze-tussled palm fronds
and the whispering ocean, suites embrace the
pristine natural elements of this dreamy coastline,
each a private sanctuary in which to relax and
rejuvenate.

Private peninsula estate

Every ÀNI stay is all inclusive, meaning all
meals, drinks, activities and spa treatments
have been factored into the cost. Guests can
enjoy between 10-15 spa treatments PER DAY!

WHY WE  REVERE ANI DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on reservations@aniprivateresorts.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

https://aniprivateresorts.com/ani-dominican-republic/accommodation/


AUSTRALIA
" RAW, RUGGED, IDIOSYNCRATIC

BEAUTY "



ROLLING SEAS
Located in Bilinga  |  Perfect for families, groups of couples, multi-gen bookings

European summer coalesces with the
Gold Coast’s famed laid back lifestyle.

Located on the pristine shores of Bilinga beach
and promising utmost privacy, Rolling Seas is a
luxury beachside estate accommodating up to
18 guests. Comprising two spacious villas – The
Residence and The Cottage – the design-
focused property is designed to be rented
exclusively by one group. 

Luxury beachfront home

Rolling Seas is a destination in itself, a home
away from home with elevated extras. Its
stunning beachfront location, private
elegance, artful ambiance, and state-of-the-
art amenities are sure to provide travellers
with a timeless experience. Unlike many luxury
villas, Rolling Seas was designed to be a
warm family home, a place for special
memories to be made. It has amenities for
guests of all ages to enjoy together – a pool,
ping-pong table, and sunken dining area –
and it’s perfectly positioned to explore local
natural, family-friendly wonders including the
famed Bilinga Beach, Currumbin rockpools,
and Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary. 

WHY WE  REVERE  ROLLING SEAS

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on hello@rollingseas.com.au

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



THE MYSA MOTEL
Located in Palm Beach  |  Perfect for couples, friends, small group buyouts 

A boutique, sustainable motel with serious
aesthetic appeal.

A cosy seven-room sustainable, boutique motel
nestled in the heart of Palm Beach on the Gold
Coast. The Mysa Motel features retro design
cues with nods to modern wellness. Six things
you’re guaranteed to love about the Mysa
Motel are its retro personality, boutique-luxe
style, sustainable ethos, contactless check-in
experience, iconic magnesium pool, and prime
position.

Swedish for 'cosy'

Every aspect of the Mysa Motel, from the
architecture and design, to the guest
experience, has sustainability at the forefront.
We inhabit the former site of a Gold Coast
institution - the Palm Trees Motel - and during
our recent renovation our owners upcycled a
lot of materials from the original building (like
bricks & hardwood trusses), and salvaged
materials (including breezeblocks, mosaic tiles
and recycled composite wood) from other
locations in the area. 

WHY WE  REVERE  MYSA MOTEL

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on hello@themysamotel.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 



INDIA & BEYOND
" JOURNEY TO THE HEART:

DISCOVERING THE SOUL OF
ASIA "



YATRA EXOTIC ROUTES
India | Nepal | Bhutan | Sri Lanka

A Journey of thousand memories starts with
one Yatra. Your go-to DMC for India,
Nepal, Bhutan & Sri Lanka. 

Life, a voyage of wonder and magic, beckons
you to embark on a journey of boundless
enthusiasm with Yatra. And what makes this
journey even more enchanting is the addition of
exotic routes, leading you to the mystical
wonderland of India, Nepal, Bhutan & Sri Lanka.

Yatra Exotic Routes, true to its name, offers
unparalleled options to experience the wonders
of these destinations. The team of travel
professionals, experts in their domain, are
committed to catering to your every need and
desire as the go-to DMC for some of Asia’s
most iconic destinations. Priding themselves on
creating a unique blend of products and
services that make Yatra a trusted destination
management company, they really are the most
iconic portal to on the ground ease. 

Be it for business or pleasure, we promise they
will make your journey to India and beyond
more beautiful than any dream. With Yatra, get
ready to experience the WOW factor like never
before.

An Incredible Journey
called Yatra

HOW TO BOOK: Directly through the team on info@yatraexoticroutes.com

WE'RE HERE TO HELP: collaborations@slojourn.studio 

mailto:info@yatraexoticroutes.com
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REVERIE AHU BAY
REVERIE KAYAAM HOUSE
ÀNI SRI LANKA

ÀNI THAILAND
SONEVA KIRI

BHUTAN
BHUTAN TOURISM

GREECE
GUNDARI

INDIA & BEYOND
YATRA EXOTIC ROUTES



The Slojourn
team

TEAM@SLOJOURN.STUDIO

TESS, NARELLE, ANNIE, NINA, CHALDEE, 
RAQUEL & GRACE

@SLOJOURN_STUDIO


